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Martorell, Papalia, and Feldman continue to provide the extensive cross-cultural and multicultural

coverage, innovative pedagogical learning system, and balance between research and real-life

applications that has made A Child's World a favorite of students and professors alike.
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Use caution when renting from "RentU." They automatically charged a 15-day extended fee which

made the book more than a new one!! Impossible to contact the group to discuss AT ALL!!! I am

NOT happy with the rental from RentU. All other rentals from other bookstores provided a positive

experience. I have three more years of college and afraid to use  for books now. As a student

striving to earn a degree and barely making enough money to pay my way with no loan debt, I am

not happy with the excessive amount of money charged for the 15-day extended fee. Sadly, of the

two books I received, the college course never used one and I still have in the plastic wrapper. I feel

used and abused on this transaction. I am really questioning my future with  for college books my

younger sister is starting college this year and she is now also looking to avoid  due to inability to

contact seller/renter. :-(

Buying a textbook in kindle format can be a little daunting, as pages often don't line up and pictures

end up wonky. This is amazingly done as an ebook, with pages laid out just like the textbook,

highlight-able and searchable, making note taking and study much easier.



I rented this for my child development class because it's way cheaper than buying the book. I would

highly recommend this.

It was in excellent condition I was ver happy with my rental.

In great condition and was a great price to rent.

Recently purchased this book for a class and have gotten a pretty comprehensive look at it since

then. Definitely thorough and it looks at the topics well. However, I was surprised and disappointed

to see some factual errors in the book (especially considering how expensive it is). I've seen more

reliable textbooks on this topic but, overall, it's fine so long as you have a general understanding of

psychology. The mistakes were typically small enough that they don't confuse the reader, I just

expect a bit more in textbooks.

Ordered boom for my class for child psychology. Great price and almost half the process at that of

other places. The book is a hardcover and definitely keeping this one. A great read!

My class requires this book for nearly 250 dollars-but the paper back is exactly the same as the

hardcover-for about an eighth of the price. Go paperback-itll save you a ton!
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